The EU Data Protection Directive restricts data transfers to countries outside the EU which are not deemed to have an “adequate level of data protection”. One of the best-known mechanisms for providing an adequate level of protection for data transfers to the United States is the so-called “Safe Harbor” program run by the US Department of Commerce. The Safe Harbor is a self-regulatory mechanism under which US-based companies may voluntarily agree to abide by a set of “Safe Harbor Principles” (the “Principles”) negotiated between the United States government and the European Commission; transfers made to a Safe Harbor member company in the US are then deemed to receive an adequate level of data protection under an adequacy decision issued by the European Commission. Safe Harbor has proved to be a popular data transfer mechanism, and the number of US companies joining it has steadily increased since it was originally approved in 2000.

However, the Safe Harbor Principles and other relevant documents agreed between the US government and the European Commission do not directly address several important questions regarding Safe Harbor membership. One of the most vexing questions which often arises in practice is what implications Safe Harbor membership holds for a company that considers itself to be a “data processor”.

I. The Concepts of Data Controller and Data Processor

EU data protection law distinguishes between the concepts of “data controller” and “data processor”. A data controller is a natural or legal person which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data, whereas a data processor is a natural or legal person which processes personal data solely on behalf of the data controller. In practice, this means that a data controller has autonomy to determine how personal data are collected and processed, while a data processor is supposed to act only upon direction of a data controller. To give a practical example, a data controller could include a company which collects personal data of its employees in order to pay them; a company which uses e-mails obtained from customers in order to send marketing material to them; or a company which has a website on which potential customers register to be sent information about products and services. A data processor could include a company which performs payroll processing for another company solely in accordance with its directions, and has no autonomy to make decisions about how the data are processed.
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3 As of February 18, 2008, there were 1,386 member companies in the Safe Harbor. See the Safe Harbor list at http://web.ita.doc.gov/safeharbor/shlist.nsf/webPages/safe+harbor+list.

4 Data Protection Directive, Article 2(d)-(e).
These examples are, however, oversimplified. In fact, there is intense discussion in Europe about where the borderline lies between the concepts of data controller and data processor. In many cases, a company may act as a data controller with regard to certain functions of data processing, and as a processor with regard to other functions, and it can be difficult to distinguish the two sets of functions. Recent decisions by data protection authorities with regard to the SWIFT case have demonstrated how difficult this distinction can be.

It may be asked whether much importance should be granted to the distinction between data controller and data processor in the Safe Harbor context, since the Safe Harbor Principles state that any interpretation of them is to be based on US law, which knows no such distinction. However, the Safe Harbor Principles must be interpreted against the backdrop of the EU legal framework for international data transfers, since it was that framework which led to the enactment of the Safe Harbor in the first place. Indeed, if there is evidence that a Safe Harbor member company is violating the Principles or any Safe Harbor enforcement body is not effectively fulfilling its role, then the European data protection authorities and the European Commission may take variety of actions ranging from suspension of data flows to the member company, to reversal or suspension of the Safe Harbor adequacy decision, which actions would remove any incentive for companies to join the Safe Harbor scheme in the first place. The best view is that, while the Safe Harbor itself is an instrument of US law, it is informed by EU data protection concepts, and was drafted as a response to those concepts in order to provide a legal basis for data transfers to the US. Thus, while the basis for interpretation of Safe Harbor should be US law, such interpretation should be informed by relevant concepts of EU data protection law where appropriate. Interpretation of Safe Harbor thus involves a balancing act between US and EU legal concepts in which both sets of concepts should be considered, but neither is given complete dominance over the other.

II. The Status of Data Processors under Safe Harbor

The importance of the distinction between a data controller and a data processor in the Safe Harbor context arises because of the obligations that are put on a company when it joins the Safe Harbor. Upon membership in the Safe Harbor, a company is in effect pledging to the world that it complies with the Safe Harbor Principles in processing personal data (called “personal information” in the Safe Harbor documents); if it does not so comply, then it may be
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6 See, e.g., Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 10/2006 on the processing of personal data by the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT)’ (WP 128, 22 November 2006), indicating that SWIFT is a data controller; Datenschutzkommission [Austria], Bescheid Beschwerde, no. K121.245/009-DSK/2007, 21 March 2007, indicating that SWIFT is a data controller for certain purposes and a data processor for others; Belgian Data Protection Commission, ‘Opinion No. 37/2006 of 27 September 2006 on the transfer of personal data by the CSLR SWIFT by virtue of UST (OFAC) subpoenas’ (unofficial translation by the DPA of AVIS N. 37/2006 du 27 Septembre 2006), indicating that SWIFT is a data controller; Independent Centre for Privacy Protection at the Federal State of Schleswig-Holstein (ULD) (Germany), Opinion of 23 August 2006 (unofficial English translation) and Unabhängiges Landeszentrum für Datenschutz Schleswig-Holstein (ULD), Stellungnahme zur rechtlichen Einstufung der Datenverarbeitung von SWIFT durch die Art.-29-Gruppe der Europäischen Union, 12 October 2006, both indicating that SWIFT is a data processor; Spanish Data Protection Authority, Resolución de archivo de actuaciones, Expediente No. E/00797/2006, 27 June 2007, indicating that SWIFT is a data processor.

7 See Safe Harbor principles, stating “US law will apply to questions of interpretation and compliance with the Safe Harbor Principles (including the Frequently Asked Questions) and relevant privacy policies by Safe Harbor organisations, except where organisations have committed to cooperate with European Data Protection Authorities”.

liable under the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act. Thus, the ability to comply with the Safe Harbor Principles is of critical importance so that the Safe Harbor member company may avoid legal liability.

The Safe Harbor Principles themselves do not use the terms “data controller” or “data processor”. The Safe Harbor decision of the European Commission and related documents refer instead to the concept of “organization”, which term sometimes seems to be used in a colloquial sense as any entity processing personal data (whether data controller or data processor) and other times more specifically in the sense of “data controller”, and to the concept of “agent”, which seems to be used in the sense of data processor.

The lack of clarity in the Safe Harbor documents regarding terms such as “organization” and “agent” can create doubt for a company that is seeking to join the Safe Harbor and is unsure whether it would be considered a data controller or a data processor. To give an example, the Safe Harbor Access Principle provides that “individuals must have access to information about them that an organization holds and be able to correct, amend, or delete that information where it is inaccurate, except where the burden or expense of providing access would be disproportionate to the risks to the individual’s privacy in the case in question, or where the rights of persons other than the individual would be violated”. A legal duty to provide access for data protection purposes generally does not exist under US law, so it is difficult to use US law to interpret this principle. Under EU data protection law, access should only be granted by a data controller, and not by a data processor, so that this Principle would seem to apply only to Safe Harbor members that are data controllers. However, a company joining Safe Harbor which considers itself a data processor would understandably be reluctant to conclude that the Principle is not applicable to it, since it may be liable under the FTC Act if it is wrong. Thus, potential Safe Harbor member companies which believe that they may be data processors need to evaluate the status of data processors under the Safe Harbor system, and their potential for complying with the Safe Harbor Principles, in order to minimize compliance risks and ensure that they can comply with the Safe Harbor framework.

Safe Harbor FAQ 10 raises a question in this regard, since it seems to state that Safe Harbor member companies who are data processors do not need to comply with most of the Safe Harbor Principles, and in effect only need to comply with the requirement to have in place a data processing contract between the US organization participating in the Safe Harbor and the data controller in the EU. However, it is risky for a Safe Harbor member company to rely on this language to avoid complying with the rest of the Safe Harbor Principles, for several reasons. As explained above, it can be difficult for a company to state with confidence that it is only a data processor, and not also a data controller. Thus, a company joining the Safe Harbor and not implementing the Safe Harbor Principles beyond the requirement to have a data processing agreement in place with a European data exporter will be taking the risk that in case of a dispute it would be found to be a data controller. Moreover, many Safe Harbor member companies that refer to themselves as data processors have implemented most if not all of the other Safe Harbor Principles. It has thus become best practice for data processors joining the Safe Harbor also to comply with the other Safe Harbor
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9 See Safe Harbor Principles, stating “Where in complying with the Principles, an organization relies in whole or in part on self-regulation, its failure to comply with such self-regulation must also be actionable under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act prohibiting unfair and deceptive acts or another law or regulation prohibiting such acts.”

10 See, e.g., the Safe Harbor Decision, Recital 5, providing that “The adequate level of protection for the transfer of data from the Community to the United States recognised by this Decision, should be attained if organisations comply with the Safe Harbor Privacy Principles for the protection of personal data transferred from a Member State to the United States and the Frequently Asked Questions providing guidance for the implementation of the Principles issued by the Government of the United States on 21.07.2000” [emphasis added].

11 E.g., providing access to personal data under the Access Principle, which provides that “individuals must have access to personal information about them that an organization holds...” [emphasis added]. See Article 12 of the Data Protection Directive, which provides that access is a right to be exercised against the data controller.

12 E.g., in the Safe Harbor Choice Principle, footnote 1 of which refers to an agent as a third party that performs “task(s) on behalf of and under the instructions of the organization”.

Principles as outlined below, notwithstanding FAQ 10. Such compliance should not prejudice the status of a Safe Harbor member company as a data processor.

Questions are sometimes raised as to whether a data processor may join the Safe Harbor, but in fact there is no reason why a company acting as a data processor or agent should not be allowed to join. Several considerations argue in favor of allowing data processors to join Safe Harbor:

- As explained above, there is considerable uncertainty under European data protection law regarding the distinction between a data controller and a data processor. In view of this, restricting Safe Harbor membership to companies that are clearly data controllers would greatly restrict the number of companies that could join.
- The Safe Harbor Principles and supporting documentation do not indicate any intent of the US or the EU to restrict Safe Harbor membership to data controllers. In fact, Safe Harbor FAQ 10 asks “When data is transferred from the EU to the United States only for processing purposes, will a contract be required regardless of participation by the processor in the safe harbor?”, which clearly contemplates that data processors may join.
- Since Safe Harbor must be interpreted under both US law and EU law, restricting membership solely to data controllers as the term is interpreted under EU law would seem inappropriate.
- The US Department of Commerce ultimately approves the Safe Harbor applications of companies and enters them on the list of Safe Harbor members, and the Safe Harbor list includes a number of companies that describe themselves as data processors. This indicates that, over the eight years that the Safe Harbor has been in existence, the Department of Commerce accepts the notion that data processors may join the Safe Harbor, and that a kind of customary law has crystallized in this regard. Moreover, the Safe Harbor application process itself does not require a company to state whether it is a data controller or a data processor, indicating that this distinction is not relevant in determining whether a company may join Safe Harbor.

III. Practicalities of Safe Harbor Membership for Data Processors

Joining Safe Harbor requires more thought for a company that considers itself a data processor than it does for a company that considers itself a data controller. This is because, first of all, the company will have to decide how it describes itself in the relevant Safe Harbor documents, and secondly, because the policies and procedures it adopts to implement the Safe Harbor Principles need to be tailored to its status as a data processor.

The company should carefully consider how it describes itself in its policies and procedures, in order not to contradict statements it may have made in other contexts. For example, if a company has notified data processing to the European data protection authorities (DPAs) covering the processing of data that will be transferred to the US under Safe Harbor, it may be difficult to justify considering itself a data processor for Safe Harbor purposes, since notification to the DPA is something that is typically done by a data controller. It is also important to be realistic about whether a company is in fact merely a data processor, or whether it could also be considered a data controller. A company seeking to join Safe Harbor should be realistic in its characterization, and not call itself a data processor if it would not be able to argue this with a straight face to a data protection authority. On the other hand, if a company is truly convinced that it is only a data processor, then there is no reason not to make this clear in its policies and Safe Harbor registration.

It is possible for a company to be a data processor with regard to one type of processing and a data controller with regard to another type of processing, so that if the company believes strongly that it is only a data processor for certain types of data transfers and processing in the US, it should clearly differentiate such processing in its Safe Harbor policies from any other types of processing for which it may be a data controller, in order to avoid confusion. This possibility gives companies many options to characterize their data processing and structure their Safe Harbor...
policies, so that they may characterize themselves as data processors only for those types of processing for which this characterization truly fits.

A company should also carefully examine the Safe Harbor Principles to determine how it will satisfy them as a data processor. In some national data protection regimes, it is not uncommon for data controllers and data processors to cooperate so that the processor may in effect outsource compliance with certain obligations of data protection law to the data controller. A number of Safe Harbor policies that have been accepted by the Department of Commerce provide for procedures under which the Safe Harbor member who is a data processor may structure its compliance obligations so that they are fulfilled by cooperating with the data controller. The following are excerpts from two such policies:

- Safe Harbor policy of the company Global Village Marketing & Data Services, Inc: “GVM acts as a Data Processor (an entity that processes data on behalf of a data controller) and therefore processes data in accordance with the instructions of the Data Controller (an entity that determines the purposes and means for processing personal data). As a Data Processor, GVM shall not transfer data to a Third Party (any entity other than the Data Processor or the Data Controller) without instructions from the Data Controller. GVM will process the data for one-time use and only for the purpose for which it was intended. Written Instructions shall be provided by the Data Controller outlining the authority granted to GVM as the Data Processor, and specifying in the instructions, the limits of that processing so that GVM may keep on record our classification as a Data Processor. Without written instructions, GVM will not be liable for the actions of the Data Controller.”

- Safe Harbor policy of the company Global DM Solutions: “Global DM Solutions abides by the Safe Harbor Principles developed by the US Department of Commerce and the European Commission. It receives personal data transferred from the EU to the US merely as a Data Processor on behalf of Global DM Solutions’ clients. In this capacity, Global DM Solutions acts as the Data Processor and Global DM Solutions’ clients act as the Data Controller. Global DM Solutions does not own or control any of the information it processes on behalf of Global DM Solutions’ clients. All such information is owned and controlled by Global DM Solutions’ clients. Processes performed by Global DM Solutions on behalf of its clients are pursuant to the instructions of the applicable client. Global DM Solutions may use the services of third party Data Processors to process personal data in accordance with purposes identified for such personal data by the applicable client….Clients of Global DM Solutions may obtain copies of personal data maintained on its customers or request that personal data about its customers be corrected, amended or deleted by submitting their request in writing to Global DM Solutions. In an effort to protect the privacy of data subjects, Global DM Solutions will not provide a data subject with access to his or her personal data without the written instructions of the applicable Global DM Solutions client.”

These are just two examples of companies which have joined the Safe Harbor and have been able successfully to structure their compliance obligations while maintaining their status as data processors.

IV. Implementation of the Safe Harbor Principles in the Privacy Policy

The data processor joining Safe Harbor should have a privacy policy which explains how it implements the Safe Harbor Principles in its data processing practices. In a typical situation involving a Safe Harbor registration by a data processor, the company may have no direct contact with the individuals or companies whose personal data are being processed, and it is the data controller who engages the data processor to process data on its behalf (often the client or subsidiary of the Safe Harbor member company) that has such relationships. For example, if the Safe Harbor member provides outsourcing services to a data controller in the EU, then it will typically not have any contact with the individuals whose data the data controller is transferring to it for processing, and will be under strict constraints based on data protection law, confidentiality obligations, and contractual commitments which prevent it from contacting such individuals or processing their personal data beyond the directions given by the data controller.
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15 Available at http://www.globaldmsolutions.com/privacy.html#safe_harbor.
In such a situation, the only way for the data processor to comply with the Safe Harbor Principles is to indicate in its Safe Harbor policy that it is cooperating with the original data controller to comply with the Principles. This can require careful consideration by the data processor seeking to join Safe Harbor, since it will require the data processor to take actions such as indicating to the original data controller that it should give notice to the individuals whose personal data are being processed that they have a right to opt-out of their data being disclosed to third parties (the data controller is generally required to take such action anyway under the national data protection law to which it is subject). It is important for the data processor merely to indicate that it has informed the original data controller that it should take such actions, and not to warrant that the data controller has actually done so, so that it does not assume any liability should the data controller fail to do so. Ideally these steps should be memorialized in an agreement between the data processor and data controller.

In drafting the policy, compliance with the Safe Harbor Principles should be explained in a positive sense rather than a negative sense. That is, rather than stating that the member company cannot comply with a certain Principle by itself because it is not a data controller and does not have a direct relationship with the individual whose data it is processing, the company should indicate how compliance is based on cooperation between the company and the original data controller. It is advisable to avoid using the terms “data controller” and “data processor” in the policy unless there is a specific reason to do so, in order to avoid introducing EU legal terms into the policy (in the formulations below, the Safe Harbor member company is referred to as an “agent”).

The following explains how each of the Safe Harbor Principles may be complied with in a case involving a data processor that does not have a direct relationship with the data subjects whose personal data it is processing; for each Principle, language is proposed that a company could use in its Safe Harbor policy. It is important to remember that drafting a Safe Harbor privacy policy requires an investigation of the member company’s data processing practices, to ensure that it can comply with the Safe Harbor Principles. Thus, this language is just exemplary, and must be tailored to a company’s specific situation before being used.

**Notice Principle:** Data subjects have to be informed about the collection of data and the purposes of such collection, how to contact the Safe Harbor member organization to inquire or complain, the types of third parties to which it discloses data, and the choices and means to limit their use and disclosure. This information should be given in the Safe Harbor policy, which should be available on the company’s web site (except in the case of registrations for human resources data, for which the privacy policy may be placed on the company’s internal Intranet instead). Here is possible language for the Safe Harbor policy:

“As an agent processing personal information under the direction of its customers, XYZ COMPANY has no direct relationship with the individuals whose personal data it processes. XYZ COMPANY works with its customers to help them provide notice of data processing to individuals, including information concerning (1) the purposes for which personal information is collected and used; (2) a contact person to whom enquiries or complaints may be directed; (3) the types of third parties to whom personal information is disclosed; and (4) the choices and means that individuals are offered for limiting use and disclosure of personal information.”

**Choice Principle:** Individuals must be provided with the possibility of opting out of disclosure of their personal data to a third party and of their use for purposes other than those for which they were collected. However, it is not necessary to provide notice or choice when disclosure is made to a third party that is acting as an agent on behalf of and under the instructions of the organization. The Onward Transfer Principle, on the other hand, does apply to such disclosures. Opt-in consent must be obtained for the processing of “sensitive data” (meaning personal information specifying medical or health conditions, racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership or information specifying the sex life of the individual). The Safe Harbor member company must thus determine whether companies to which personal data will be disclosed are data controllers or data processors, in order to determine whether or not individuals should be given a chance to opt-out of such disclosure. The data processor should agree on a procedure with the original data controller whereby the controller informs the processor about the purposes for which the personal data were originally collected and whether any individual has opted-out of disclosure to any third parties, and the processor should implement the individual’s choice in such cases. Here is possible language for the Safe Harbor policy:
“As an agent processing personal information under the direction of its customers, XYZ COMPANY has no direct relationship with the individuals whose personal data it processes. XYZ COMPANY may disclose personal data to third parties in the following instances: [INSERT DETAILS]. XYZ COMPANY works with its customers to help them inform individuals about the possibility of such disclosures and provide individuals with the choice of opting-out of them. XYZ COMPANY only processes personal information for purposes that are compatible with those for which it was originally collected or subsequently authorized by the individual. [Statement that XYZ COMPANY does or does not process any sensitive data, and an explanation of how opt-in consent is provided for the processing of any such data.]

Onward transfer Principle: The Safe Harbor member company seeking to transfer personal data to another company or entity that has not subscribed to the Safe Harbor Principles must ensure that the Safe Harbor notice and choice Principles have been complied with regarding the onward transfer. However, if the third party is an agent, then the company must either ascertain that the third party subscribes to the Safe Harbor Principles or is subject to EU data protection law or another EU adequacy finding, or it must enter into a written agreement with such third party requiring that the third party provide at least the same level of privacy protection as is required by the Safe Harbor Principles. The Safe Harbor member company must thus determine whether companies to which personal data will be transferred are data controllers or data processors, to determine what steps should be taken. Here is possible language for the Safe Harbor policy:

“Personal information may be transferred to [insert information about data controllers] and [insert information about data processors]. Transfers to [insert information about data controllers] are covered by the provisions in this Policy regarding notice and choice. XYZ COMPANY has concluded agreements with [insert information about data processors] requiring that they provide at least the same level of privacy protection as do the Safe Harbor Principles.”

Any company processing personal data in the US is subject to US law, which includes an obligation to cooperate with lawful requests for access to data by law enforcement authorities. It may thus be advisable for the company to include some language about the possibility of law enforcement access to personal data in its Safe Harbor policy. The Safe Harbor framework contains exceptions to adherence to the Principles for the purpose of meeting law enforcement requirements; however, the scope of these exceptions, and their legal effect, is controversial. There are two possible strategies that can be followed here, namely either to rely on the exceptions in the Safe Harbor for law enforcement access to data (i.e., in effect to categorize law enforcement access as falling outside the Safe Harbor framework), or to explain the possibility of law enforcement access as a kind of onward transfer under the Safe Harbor framework. Possible language for the first approach (relying on the law enforcement exception in Safe Harbor) could be the following:

“As set out in the US Safe Harbor Principles, adherence to the Principles may be limited to the extent necessary to meet national security, public interest, or law enforcement requirements.”

Possible language for the second approach could read as follows:

“Please be aware that in certain circumstances, it is possible that personal information may be subject to disclosure pursuant to judicial or other government subpoenas, warrants, or orders.”

Security Principle: A Safe Harbor member company must take reasonable precautions to protect data from loss, misuse and unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration and destruction. Transfers to the US for the purpose of “mere
“XYZ COMPANY offers a high level of data security to protect message data from loss, misuse and unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration and destruction. As an agent processing personal information under the direction of its customers, XYZ COMPANY has concluded a contract with its customers specifying the conditions under which personal information received from the EU are processed and kept secure. XYZ COMPANY has appropriate contractual language in place with third party data processors providing that they must apply the Safe Harbor Principles to the processing of personal data received from XYZ COMPANY.”

Data integrity Principle: The personal data processed must be relevant for the purposes for which they are to be used. Furthermore, personal data may not be processed in a way that is incompatible with the purposes for which they have been collected or subsequently authorized by the data subject. Reasonable steps must be taken to ensure that data are reliable for their intended use, and that the data are accurate, complete, and current. Here is possible language for the Safe Harbor policy:

“XYZ COMPANY only processes personal data that are relevant to the services it provides, and only for purposes compatible with those for which the data were collected. As an agent processing personal information under the direction of its customers, XYZ COMPANY works with its customers so that they can provide a way for individuals to correct their data.”

Access Principle: Individuals must have access to all personal data processed by the Safe Harbor member company, and must be able to correct, amend or delete inaccurate data. The right of access is limited by the principle of reasonableness, and companies may charge a fee to provide access and can limit the number of access requests within a given period. Here is possible language for the Safe Harbor policy:

“As a data processor, XYZ COMPANY has no direct relationship with the individuals whose personal data it processes. An individual who seeks access, or who seeks to correct, amend, or delete inaccurate data should direct his query to the client of XYZ COMPANY (the data controller) which has transferred such data to the XYZ COMPANY for processing. The client will then provide access to the individual as determined under the applicable local data protection law.”

Enforcement Principle: The Safe Harbor member company must provide recourse for individuals by joining a self-regulatory privacy program that includes an alternative dispute resolution mechanism, or by agreeing to cooperate with EU DPAs. The wording of a Safe Harbor policy with regard to enforcement need not be any different for a data processor joining Safe Harbor than it would be for a data controller.

V. Conclusions

Membership in Safe Harbor by a data processor gives rise to a number of issues, but these should not stop a company from joining the Safe Harbor. Safe Harbor membership by a data processor is wholly justified under the law and the documents that form the basis of Safe Harbor, and it should be possible for companies that are data processors to structure their policies and procedures to comply with the Safe Harbor Principles, while maintaining their status as data processors. Safe Harbor is thus a viable data transfer mechanism for data processors that process personal data exported to the US from Europe.
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